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The brief

Recraft the CPB+ Employee Handbook to inspire employees. while 

introducing the brand and its stories to clients who may wander to the 

link on the home page.

Because some people may print it out, it’s on a standard letter sized 

sheet. Since it may morph, the edition date is on the front page.

The CPB+ circle plus icon           is utilized to provide more info- 

interactively- without requiring web access (not fully implemented)

The tagline “Powered by Hoopla” is a reminder to read the monograph 

and to realize what makes CPB+ different is that this agency generates 

Hoopla everyday.

This could be better- with better images and data for examples- but, 

that would take even more time, and time is money. 

I did this for you because I love the craft of the business, and to say 

thank you for inspiring me all these years. If you like it- I’ll finish it.

David Esrati, Dec 25, 2018  937.361.1074

mailto:esrati%40thenextwave.biz?subject=Thank%20you%20for%20this%20David-%20I%20love%20it
tel:937.361.1074
https://thenextwave.biz
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Welcome to Ad Lab

When most people think of advertising, they think of commercials, 

social media, online banners, and billboards. We think it’s any creative 

asset that makes our clients relevant and generates positive results.  

We make the content, the experiences, and even the products that 

make that happen. It might be a new holiday, an interactive installation, 

a civic engagement, an enterprise system, a book, a customer service 

app, an e-commerce enhancement, or most likely something we can’t 

list here because we haven’t imagined it yet. Better still, because YOU 

haven’t imagined it yet. You are here to run your experiments and join 

others in their experiments. Failing fast and moving forward. It’s how 

we constantly add potency to the work we do for our clients.
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THE SECRET TO GOOD WORK
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The Secret to Success Resists Change

Doing great advertising isn’t complicated. It’s simple. But 

it’s hard. Really hard. The first hard part is removing the 

complications and obstacles that get in the way of great 

advertising. So we do that. The second hard part is having 

the determination to push forward on those days when great 

ideas die. And ideas do die here. On every account. In every 

department. Great, groundbreaking ideas die horribly sad 

deaths. But we believe in our ability to come up with more 

and even better ideas. There. Now you know our secret.  

It is simple. But hard. So tell anybody. Most people won’t have 

the grit for it. WORK
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Delusional Positivity

There is no way we could do what we do here without 

a relentlessly positive attitude. We think it’s our most 

powerful business tool. It shapes our future. It creates our 

momentum. It keeps us moving forward when we’re pushing 

the boundaries of possibility.  We imagine an 

endless stream of positive outcomes 

and try not to spend any time with what 

might be considered negative. We call it 

delusional positivity. The “delusional” word 

makes the idea easier to digest for people 

who still have a foot in the cynical and negative 

world and  are just discovering how 

powerful a positive attitude can 

be in their lives.
Always Be Making

Brilliant thinking not executed is literally worthless. Want 

proof that raw ideas have no inherent value? Just try to find a 

marketplace for unexecuted ideas.

It doesn’t exist. No amount of PowerPoint presentations can 

substitute for work not done. People who do things are the 

people who change the world. You are in the game here.  

There are no sidelines. There is one absolute fix for any  

problem you face. Make something.
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Work is Play

Agencies are famous for having ping-pong and foosball 

tables. And that’s cool. For them. For us, we would rather 

make ads than play ping-pong. Foosball doesn’t recharge our 

batteries. Creating kick-ass, culture-changing sharable ideas 

does. If w hat you are doing seems like work, you’re either in 

the wrong industry or you’re not doing it right.

WORK IS PLAY
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The Best Idea Is Boss

The Boss isn’t boss. Politics isn’t boss. Groupthink isn’t boss. 

Confederacies and alliances aren’t boss. We work in support 

of the best idea. Not “our” idea. And that’s easy because they 

are all our ideas. We all own them. We all benefit when ideas 

pop up from anywhere, from any person in any department. 

Just because a person has the title of Creative Director or 

Management Supervisor doesn’t mean their ideas are better. 

We know that, and knowing that the idea is boss helps create 

an environment of radical collaboration.BOSS
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Leadership Isn’t a Title

We already all have a boss. The best idea. We don’t need 

more bosses, but we do need leaders, and those are more 

different than you might imagine. Sometimes people think 

that leadership starts with power, rights, and benefits. But it 

isn’t that at all. It starts with responsibility. Being a leader isn’t 

easy. You have to free yourself from cliques and thoughts 

of self-interest and commit yourself to all that is truly 

important. All our people. All our clients. All our futures. 

Because leadership is more than a title; it can come from 

anybody at any time. It’s fluid. We are all leaders in one 

moment and we are followers in another. Leadership is 

simple. It’s simply about being a quality human being who 

helps others.

Collaborate or Die

We aren’t about handoffs and silos. Sure we have separate 

departments, but there are no handoffs.

We’re not a system based on the idea of a superstar. We’re 

a system based on team. A team where we all commit to 

being 100% responsible for the success of every project. That 

overcommitment means that if there are 10 of us in a room 

we’re 1000% responsible.

That may be a mathematical impossibility in most of the 

universe, but here it’s a commitment that ensures that 

nothing falls through the cracks. We’re all in this together, and 

we always win as a team or not at all.
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Getting Help Is Easy – Just Ask

We all know that innovation requires that we try, fail, and 

learn. We know that our failures are the foundation of every 

success. So to fail fast and forward we sometimes need to  

ask for help.

We know that asking for help is a sign of strength and 

confidence. So it is forbidden to not ask for help when we 

need it. There is usually a fairly large portion of work on each 

and every plate here. Getting all that work done in the time 

allotted can sometimes be a challenge, but our unwritten 

policy has always been to drop whatever we’re doing when 

somebody needs our help. The reason we do this is simple.

The person you help today may be the person that saves 

your bacon next week.

Be Golden

Please treat other people the way you want others to treat 

you. The golden rule is still the best advice, and we all know 

it. So as a group we don’t have any tolerance when we see a 

lack of respect for each other. Everyone is important and has 

the right to be treated with respect.
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WE DO STUFF
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Respect Extends Beyond Our Walls

One thing that bad companies have in common is their 

tendency to bully and beat up suppliers.

Our goal is to always treat suppliers like fellow employees. 

We want to be the kind of agency that suppliers want to work 

with, regardless of budget, or timing, or scope of the job – just 

because they’ve heard we’re good people

Honesty Is a Secret Ingredient

Nothing will kill trust quicker than a lie. But there’s more to 

being honest than simply not lying.

When we’re working together, it’s essential that we are all 

working in the same reality. Honesty means digging deeper 

and sharing in a way that’s profoundly true. No fibbing about 

what the client said. No white lies to make the day-to-day 

easier. Why the big deal? Because it not only affects the 

environment here, it affects the work. Honesty is the only 

way to make anything great.
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Beware Digit Distortion

There is a tendency in our business to suffer a sort of 

distortion when it comes to the value of money. It’s easy to 

think advertising money is less like real money and more 

like Monopoly money. That’s why we constantly remind 

ourselves to keep money in context. With $250,000, you 

could build a very nice house and live in it forever. Or, with 

that same amount of money, you could shoot a TV spot that’s 

30 seconds long and will run for a few months and then go 

away forever. Don’t lose perspective. It is never just a number. 

It’s real money.

Go Cyborg or Go Home

Great ideas happen fast. So speed and momentum are 

virtues. Creativity thrives within all sorts of constraint. Fewer 

words. Simpler visuals. Smaller budgets. Less time. It’s the 

same with art. The Sistine Chapel took a long time because 

it’s huge. NOT because it was ever overworked. Look at the 

brushstrokes on God’s hand. Fast and fluid. Too much time 

turns all art into mud. We make art.
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